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Abstract. This article discusses the significance of the literary techniques used by 
Anthony Trollope to present the problem of drunkenness and the figure of the 
“drunkard” in his short story, “The Spotted Dog” (1870). A conventional account of 
the dangers of drink in many ways, “The Spotted Dog” nonetheless dramatizes the 
process by which we arrive at ethical judgements about drinking subjects. Though 
ultimately revealed as a “drunkard,” the character of Julius Mackenzie is offered the 
opportunity to escape his circumstances, and Trollope implicates the reader in this 
moral experiment. Trollope invites the reader to consider the habits of mind on which 
we base our judgements – such as the evidence of the “drunkard’s nose” – but 
underlines the limits of this judgement. This interpretation is presented in terms of a 
recovery of a more “liberal” or “modern” Trollope, or at least one who struggles 
between the traditional and the progressive, and suggests “The Spotted Dog” as a kind 




This article focuses on the literary techniques used by Anthony Trollope to present 
the figure of the drunkard in his short story “The Spotted Dog,” published in 1870.1 In 
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this story, the narrator, who is an editor for a literary magazine, entrusts the indexing 
of a friend’s manuscript to a Mr. Julius Mackenzie, a man who has fallen on hard 
times and who is reputed to be a confirmed drunkard. This decision is made at the 
behest of the Editor’s conscience but against his better judgement, and it tragically 
results not in reformation wrought by respectable work, but only in the vengeful 
burning of the precious manuscript by the drunkard’s wretched wife, herself an 
inebriate whose remaining “human feelings had been washed away by gin” (281).2 
Mr. Mackenzie’s drinking, only briefly interrupted or tempered by the editor’s 
charity, leads to his suicide and the destitution of his children, who will become, 
likely as not, “thieves and prostitutes” (281). The moral seems clear and abundantly 
familiar. 
 
To take not merely a single work but a single short story needs some justification, but 
at the very least we can say that a short story such as this has the advantage over a 
survey of longer fictions, in that it typically conforms to a limited range of ideas, or 
even a single controlling idea, which in this case revolves around the costs of drink 
and the possibilities of reclaiming the drinker or drunkard.3 I focus in this paper not 
on the presentation of drunkenness per se, however but rather on “The Spotted Dog” 
as a guide to the narration of drunkenness, the ways in which Trollope implicates the 
reader in the responsibilities of making ethical judgements as to a person’s character 
and liabilities, and indeed to the nature and inconsistencies of personhood itself.4 This 
paper asserts that Trollope poses an exploration of our ethical judgement of the 
drinker as well as an experiment on the prospects of a drunkard’s reclamation, a 
purpose that can be linked to the history of nineteenth-century ideas about alcohol, 
and at the same time to our own conventions. “The Spotted Dog” thus has the 
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potential to tell us something more than the ways in which drinking has been 
represented in fiction and in life: namely the process by which we recognize the 
drinking subject and effectively hold in suspension, as it were, our judgement of the 
drinker as a “drunkard.” We can read Trollope with an eye to the history of alcohol, 




“The Spotted Dog” is part of a short series of “Editor’s Tales” – the framing device 
here being the tribulations of an unnamed magazine editor, who serves as narrator in 
each case. There is an obvious link to Trollope’s frustrated tenure as editor of St. 
Paul’s Magazine, and indeed he claims in his autobiography that each of these tales 
have at least their germ in his own experiences.5 Several of these stories consider 
importunate writers, some of whom are genuinely talented, others hopelessly deluded 
or worse (as in the case of the prospective contributor whom the Editor meets in the 
much better-known story “The Turkish Bath.”)6 But “The Spotted Dog” is distinctive 
in this collection, in that whilst the person who intrudes on the Editor’s time is a 
published rather than merely a prospective writer, he is in search of employment that 
allows him to escape from the grubbiest side of Grub Street, namely writing “blood 
and nastiness” for the “Penny Dreadfuls” (231).7 This hack writing is reasonably well 
remunerated, Mr. Mackenzie earning 45s. a week (say roughly £100 per year, 
allowing for periods of underemployment), surely enough to keep a man and his wife 
in spirits; but for the declassé scholar this is too degrading a fate to be endured for 
long, at least without those same spirits. For Mr. Julius Mackenzie is a gentleman 
who has come down in the world – better to say that he has hurled himself down the 
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social ladder, first by tweaking his tutor’s nose and being thrown out of Cambridge, 
then abandoning a studentship at the Chancery after being rebuked over his drinking, 
subsequently living a bohemian life in Paris and irrevocably quarreling with his 
family over the nature of the Trinity, and, finally – in order as he says “to take refuge 
from the conventional thraldom of so-called “gentlemen” amidst the liberty of the 
lower orders” (230-231) – by marrying a woman who is very much not a lady. In the 
distressed circumstances that have inevitably resulted, Julius Mackenzie is reduced to 
begging from the narrator-Editor, by letter, any work that he may be disposed to offer, 
even if it is rather less well remunerated than the “blood and nastiness.” It is a 
measure of his embarassment that Mackenzie is willing to accept even drudgery, and 
for 15s. a week less than he earns at the Penny Dreadfuls. 
 
Now the Editor is naturally reluctant, being the recipient of many such requests, and 
comically determined as he is to keep his professional quarters inviolate from 
personal callers. His reservations are only compounded by Julius Mackenzie’s return 
address – which is “The Spotted Dog” public house in Liquorpond Street off the 
Gray’s Inn Road. Mr. Mackenzie picks up his post here, as one of its “regulars”: like 
many “locals” the pub is a home from home, but it is also a business necessity, given 
his lack of a settled residence.8 This hardly bodes well: Liquorpond Street, “with its 
lofty breweries,” is to be found in St. Alban’s parish, described in 1881 as “one of the 
most immoral parishes in London.”9 Anyone on such terms of familiarity with the pub 
may be beyond any help that can conceivably be offered: the Editor reflects that 
whilst Mr. Mackenzie’s family may initially have been alienated by his dogged 
refusal to accept the Trinity, such theological arguments are probably “not held to be 
cause of hostility so invincible as is a thorough-going devotion to a Spotted Dog” 
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(234). Situation speaks to character, surely no good can come from a man whose 
poste restante is a public house, let alone one whose spiritual observances have sunk 
to a parody of pagan idolatry? 
 
But for one reason or another the Editor allows his heartstrings to be pulled: “We 
know what it is so well, and can fathom so accurately the degradation of the educated 
man who, having been ambitious in the career of literature, falls into that slough of 
despond by which the profession of literature is almost surrounded” (233).10 As it 
happens, the Editor also has a job that needs doing: the indexing of a reverend 
friend’s learned manuscript, a meretricious three-volume affair that is nevertheless the 
Doctor’s life’s work, and a precious personal as well as professional responsibility. 
Indexing is one of the lowliest and underappreciated of academic tasks, but it is the 
very best that the Editor can offer. It is also very deliberately a test, a probation, even 
a kind of social experiment. Indeed, Trollope divides his story into two parts: the first 
called “The Attempt” and the second “The Result,” precisely as if this were a 
scientific experiment. This isn’t quite naturalism à la Zola, but there is something of 
the laboratory about all this even so, and whilst the Editor acknowledges that “There 
is nothing more dangerous than the attempt to befriend a man in middle life by 
transplanting him from one soil to another’ (254), he implicitly asks the question 
whether a man can after all be reclaimed from a life of vice and degradation? This 
then is “The Attempt,” and the Editor is asked to make both a personal and 





The key subsidiary questions are: does the man drink? And, perhaps more precisely 
and pertinently: is he a drunkard, or an alcoholic (to use a word already much in use, 
for all that fiction seems to lag behind social science in adopting the term)?11 If these 
are the central questions, then the Editor’s personal encounter with Julius Mackenzie 
is almost beyond unpromising: 
 
We well remember his appearance, which was one unutterably painful to 
behold. He was a tall man, very thin, – thin we might say as a whipping-post, 
were it not that one’s idea of a whipping-post conveys erectness and rigidity, 
whereas this man, as he stood before us, was full of bends, and curves, and 
crookedness. (236) 
 
This oscillation between marks of manliness and malformation is characteristic of the 
first impressions that Julius Mackenzie makes. We are told that he is a tall man, but 
also bent: “He loomed upon us very tall, although his legs were crooked, and his back 
bent” (240); “It was that bend in his neck, combined with natural height, which gave 
him such an air of superiority in conversation” (243-244). Simply as a literal 
description, it is hard to imagine what Julius Mackenzie actually looks like. But the 
point is clear enough. It is Mackenzie’s face that makes the most impact, however, 
and his nose above all: 
 
He had two ugly projecting teeth, and his cheeks were hollow. His eyes were 
deep-set, but very bright illuminating his whole face; so that it was impossible 
to look at him and to think him to be one wholly insignificant. His eyebrows 
were large and shaggy, but well formed, not meeting across the brow, with 
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single, stiffly-projecting hairs – a pair of eyebrows which added much strength 
to his countenance. His nose was long and well-shaped, - but red as a huge 
carbuncle. The moment we saw him we connected that nose with the Spotted 
Dog. It was not a blotched nose, nor a nose covered with many carbuncles, but 
a sprightly red, smooth, well-formed hose, one glowing carbuncle in itself. 
(237) 
 
We looked at his nose and felt that we must be careful before we suggested to 
our learned friend Dr. – to put his manuscript into the hands of Mr. Julius 
Mackenzie. (239) 
 
A “red nose” tells its own tale, and as the editors of the Penguin Trollope Companion 
point out, this “is normally the first sign to readers that something is wrong.”12 The 
narrator-Editor consistently fixates on this drinker’s or drunkard’s nose, and it is 
hardly surprising since it was universally acknowledged that the costs of drink are 
inscribed on a person’s body. In the early nineteenth century drunkenness was 
established as a disease, one that could be diagnosed from a person’s physiogomy, the 
most unmistakeable sign being the drunkard’s ruined nose: the physician and 
temperance advocate Ralph Barnes Grindrod wrote in 1839 that “The gutta rosacea, 
or florid eruptions on the face, and in particular on the nose … are in fact “‘signals 
which nature holds out, and waves in token of internal distress.’ They exhibit the 
fearful conflict of the physical powers with their mortal enemy, which has been going 
on within.”13 The medico-moral tradition of physiognomy was not transferred 
wholesale into fiction, and novelists like Trollope both draw upon its insights and 
send up its pretentions, but as Graeme Tytler emphasises, the nineteenth-century 
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realists clung to “the privileges of the physiognomical eye.”14 Such hard-won skills 
are as important to the editor as to the novelist – and Trollope’s narrator similarly 
reads the text of the body with an entirely experienced eye. Editing, as Sophie 
Ratcliffe notes, is a psychological or ethical “habit of mind” as well as a professional 
responsibility: the casual but informed glance, taking the part for the whole, excising 
whatever is deemed circumstantial and focusing on the essential signs of the self, 
thereby making up a “character.”15 Here, the editor’s pen is analogous to the forms of 
moral judgement that we alternately depend on and indulge. 
 
We are still not absolutely sure of Mr. Mackenzie’s drinking. For all that the necessity 
of quick judgements in the modern world and the modern city, lends itself to the near-
instantaneous reading of “types,” particularly to a time-poor Editor, Trollope seems to 
insist on the possibility that we may, after all, be wrong. It is important to note the 
difficulty presented by reading the face and the body: in this regard Tytler 
underscores “the hesitant, tentative approach of the physiognomist intent on seeking 
out subtleties and nuances of facial expression.”16 We are indeed only directed to the 
contradictory, ambiguous register of this encounter by this incessant focusing on the 
drinker’s or drunkard’s nose. The Editor argues, by way of contrast to our 
assumptions about Mackenzie’s habits, that Mackenzie’s nose was after all “well-
shaped,” “well-formed,” “long” and indeed “commanding” (were it not for its 
colouring.) There is a sympathy here, a kind of masculine camaraderie, even a 
homoerotic one, that serves to bridge the social gulf between the professional Editor 
and the fallen writer, a desire to buck the trend towards cruelty “in the inner feelings 
of men to men, and of one man’s mind to another man’s mind.”17 Face-to-face, that 
is, there is something promising as well as admonitory about Mr. Mackenzie. We 
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might recall here that for the philosopher Emmanuel Levinas, it is the encounter with 
the other’s presence, with the other’s face above all, that is the marker of common 
humanity and of obligation – the face taken in both its nakedness and vulnerability 
and in its correspondingly commanding authority.18 The face commands and petitions 
at once. Michael Morgan’s commentary on Levinas notes this paradoxical 
combination, asking “Why is it that what the other person needs of me is something 
that both calls out to me, grips me, moves me, and also makes demands of me, 
requires me?”19 This is precisely the impression that Julius Mackenzie makes on the 
Editor, even down to Levinas’s stress on “height” (the synonym for authority): 
“Those piercing eyes, and that nose which almost assumed an air of authority as he 
carried it, were a great way above us” (240); “He seemed to overshadow us, and to 
have his own way with us, because he was enabled to look down upon us” (244); “We 
did not frown upon Julius Mackenzie, but stood up, gazing into his face above us, 
again feeling that the man was powerful” (257). There is a pronounced hesitancy here 
but also a ready acknowledgement of Mackenzie’s hauteur. The measure of a man 
here elevates Mr. Mackenzie, perhaps even, if we follow Revelation, to the stature of 
the angels.20 
 
Still, we might just as easily argue that faces are a barrier as well as a gateway to 
reflexive, reciprocal intersubjectivity, the recognition of the other’s personhood. 
Faces, for the sociologist Erving Goffman, are vehicles of self-presentation, or 
masks.21 In Goffman’s analysis of “face-work,” what we mean by “face” is “the 
positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume 
he has taken during a particular contact.” Rather than preceding and underwriting 
relations with other human beings, as for Levinas, “face” arises from the social 
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encounter, governed as it is by rules and rituals, codes and conventions.22 Instead of 
radical openness, we have situations in which face has to be “maintained,” “saved,” at 
the risk of being “lost.” For Levinas the face is an expressive totality, it is the whole 
face that speaks, but its entire nakedness is the source of the face’s demand that we 
not “turn our face” from the other. By pointed contrast, perhaps the easiest way to fail 
at interactive “face-work” is for the face to be reduced to its constituent features – 
parts seen as keys to character and its faults, most notoriously with the racist 
caricatures of the “Jewish nose.”23 We might also say that if it is the nose that is 
physiognomically emphasized, chances are that maintaining face is unlikely. The 
eyes, and their “light,” typically seem to offer the “highest” hopes, but the evidence of 
the nose is much more mixed. Perhaps the eyes look to the future, whilst the nose 
reflects the past – in Mackenzie’s case, years of alcoholic abuse. The contrast is 
probably more acute, however. Proust’s narrator expresses the conventional wisdom 
when he opines that “If the eyes are sometimes the organ in which intelligence is 
revealed, the nose (whatever their intimate solidarity and the unsuspected 
repercussions of one feature on the others), the nose is generally the organ in which 
stupidity exhibits itself the most readily.”24 One does not have to be a devotee of 
Freud or Fliess to accept a certain connection with the low and the base, and with 
shame and sexuality. There are, as I have indicated, queer effects enough in 
Mackenzie’s bent posture, his lack of “erectness and rigidity” betrayed by the “bends, 
and curves, and crookedness” (236), and above all his “sprightly red, smooth, well-
formed nose, one glowing carbuncle in itself” (237). In its own discreet way, this 
encounter, the presence of the other’s face freighted and fraught with the commitment 
to “human fraternity” (in Levinas’s terms) is as queer as the better-known encounter 
described in “The Turkish Bath,” perhaps more so given that this is shot through with 
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the respectable promise of solidarity rather than with the momentary embarrassment 
of shared corporeality.25 
 
What is most arresting, however, in the narrative is the way in which this attention to 
the preeminent sign of a drunken career, is immediately noticed by Mr. Mackenzie 
himself, who cuts short the narrator’s musings. In the following passage, the leisurely 
retrospective, with its chummy invocation of shared cultural capital, abruptly gives 
way to direct discourse: 
 
Let the reader understand that the nose was by no means Bardolphian. If we 
have read Shakespeare aright Bardolph’s nose was a thing of terror from its 
size as well as its hue. It was a mighty vat, into which had ascended all the 
divinest particles distilled from the cellars of the hostelries in Eastcheap. Such 
at least is the idea which stage representations have left upon all our minds.  
But the nose now before us was a well-formed nose, would have been a 
commanding nose, – for the power of command shows itself much in the nasal 
organ, – had it not been for its colour. While we were thinking of this, and 
doubting much as to our friend’s manuscript, Mr. Mackenzie interrupted us.  
“You think I am a drunkard,” said he. The man’s mother-wit had enabled him 
to read our inmost thoughts. (240) 
 
The sharp focalization in this passage only makes the interruption of the Editor’s 
judgement by Julius Mackenzie more jarring. It leaves the Editor and the reader as 
red-faced as its object. From a narratological perspective, this is a textbook example 
of fictional “mind-reading,” perfectly illustrative of what Alan Palmer calls doubly 
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embedded narratives: that is, “the representations of characters’ minds that are 
contained within the minds of other characters.”26 Except that here it is the debased 
secondary character who is depicted reading the mind of the primary character, the 
respectable narrator. We see Julius Mackenzie accurately inferring the working of the 
Editor’s mind from his behaviour (presumably from the nature and direction of his 
glances, and from his body language, and not merely from his speech.) If “mind-
reading” is the representation of the mental states of others, the attribution of beliefs, 
attitudes, desires, and so on, and if a contrastive “mind-blindness” acts to 
“dehumanize,” then this embodied encounter startlingly turns the tables: it is the 
Editor who at first is tempted to dehumanize, to deny the other’s status as a person, 
whilst the person who it is tempting to objectify, as a “type,” shows the greater 
capacity and humanity.27 This encounter attests to what Palmer, following Mikhail 
Bakhtin, terms the “dialogicality of thought.”28 Which is to say that these characters 
(and it is a general description of fiction) act in a storyworld permeated by, indeed 
produced by, a social mind – thoughts emerge not from isolated, individual, 
consciousnesses but from interpersonal encounters taking place in particular, 
historical, geographical, cultural contexts. This is the situation in which “face-work” 
takes place. Moreover, this reading (albeit often enough the misreading) of thoughts is 
a process in which the reader is necessarily complicit. In the example under review, 
the reader is invited to observe, with the narrator, this Mr. Julius Mackenzie, erstwhile 
gentleman. We are invited to consider his unprepossessing appearance, his clothes, 
his face, his features, and above all his ruddy nose, that is, to read the signs of vice 
written on his body, and to draw our own conclusions. We too are caught out and 
called up short, when our reading of character, of type (the textual metaphors are far 
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from accidental) is itself mind-read by Mr. Mackenzie. With something of a guilty 
start, we realize that we aren’t the only ones capable of reading bodies: 
 
He had divined our thoughts, and we did not dare to contradict him. We felt 
that a weak, vapid, unmanly smile was creeping over our face. We were 
smiling as a man smiles who intends to imply some contemptuous assent with 
the self-depreciating comment of his companion. Such a mode of expression is 
in our estimation most cowardly, and most odious. We had not intended it, but 
we knew that the smile had pervaded us. “Of course you do,” said he. “I was a 
drunkard, but I am not one now.” (240-241) 
 
Trollope’s narrative leads us to think Mr. Mackenzie must be a drunkard (because of 
the “Spotted Dog,” because of the rubicund nose, and so on) – but Mackenzie denies 
it, to our face as well as to the Editor’s. We are called up short by the objections of 
the too-casually objectified Mr. Mackenzie: “I was a drunkard, but I am not one 
now.” These are the remarks of a person, and there is a certain heroic dignity in 
Mackenzie’s refusal to be dismissed as a mere type. (As elsewhere in Trollope, 
characters sometimes appear to answer back to the reader, the narrator, even to the 
implied author, to question their own place in the narratives that constrain them.) 
 
We are invited by Trollope then to recognize the limits of what we can infer, at least 
at first sight, and furthermore to question the role of our own cultural conditioning, 
for this whole business of the drunkard’s nose is an example of what Palmer calls a 
“double-voiced discourse that may look like an expression of opinion by an intrusive 
narrator but that on closer inspection turns out to be the expression of a consensus, a 
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shared view within a particular social group.”29 Something of this “shared view” is 
involved in the whole protracted, self-consciously “literary” business of Bardolph’s 
nose (think also of “the idea which stage representations have left upon all our 
minds.”) For it had long become an established fact that the confirmed drunkard was 
recognizable by his nose, and that the nose of Shakespeare’s Bardolph was exemplary 
and iconic. One would not need to be a discipline of phrenology to accept that a 
person’s face and body contain clues to character, however veiled. A career of 
intoxication is particularly revealing in this regard. In the opinion of the early 
nineteenth century physician-philosopher and authority in drunkenness, Robert 
Macnish: 
 
Most drunkards have a constant tenderness and redness of the nostrils. This, I 
conceive, arises probably from the state of the stomach and oesophagus. The 
same membrane which lines them, is prolonged upwards to the nose and 
mouth, and carries thus far its irritability. 
There is no organ which so rapidly betrays the Bacchanalian 
propensities of its owner, as the nose.  It not only becomes red and fiery, like 
that of Bardolph, but acquires a general increase of size, displaying upon its 
surface various small pimples, either wholly of a deep crimson hue, or tipped 
with yellow, in consequence of an accumulation of viscid matter within 
them.30 
 
Whatever is written on the physical body does not simply speak for itself, however. 
Intoxication and alcoholism instead has to be routed here through literary allusion, 
which has the odd effect of privileging textuality and representation and discourse, 
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rather than the body. Even such seemingly confident assertions speak to us about the 
enormous difficulty of divining the soul from the body. As Kamila Pawlikowska has 
recently noted, such literary texts challenge as much as confirm the physiognomic 
belief that face reflects character.31 In Macnish’s case what looks at first glance like a 
straightforward medical treatise subordinates the material body to established cultural 
tropes, revealing our own reliance on received wisdom.32 With this kind of cultural 
capital we recognize ourselves, in a self-congratulatory way, as well as the poor 
drunkard and his vices. On the other hand, for the Editor-narrator to turn immediately 
from Mackenzie’s facial features to the trope of Bardoph’s carbuncular nose, only to 
deny its full force, and then to listen to Julius Mackenzie denying that he is a 
“drunkard” at all, is to call into question the evidence of our eyes, our penchant for 
stereotyping and profiling. There is the question of temporality, for one thing: the 
difference between the state of being drunk and the status of being a “drunkard,” 
between once being a drunkard and being one no longer, and the prospects for future 
success having abjured drinking, despite the relict feature of the drunkard’s nose. 
Moreover, the preliminary identification of a drunkard (again, I think this is ours as 
well as the Editor’s) is made thoroughly ambiguous by this invocation of Bardolph, 
which clears nothing up but rather leads us to question our judgement: in the manner 
of Stanley Fish’s emphasis on literature as a kinetic art, we might note that the units 
of the declarative sentence (we can break them down as “Let the reader 
understand”/“that the nose was”/”by no means”/“Bardolphian”) can only draw 
attention to the provisionality and tentativeness of this identification.33 In this initial 
encounter then we are I think encouraged to exercise “our capacity for storing 
representations under various degrees of advisement,” as Lisa Zunshine puts it in her 
discussion of our seemingly effortless capacity for mind-reading and for navigating 
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fictional worlds.34 We are invited to ask ourselves whether Julius Mackenzie is or is 
not a drunkard. This is another sense of what Trollope labels as “The Attempt,” – a 
word that could refer to the successful “examination” of his scholarship by the 
reverend Doctor, the author of the manuscript to be indexed, himself “a man who 
would feel the contamination of contact with a drunkard,” or the actual award of the 
commission and the attempt to see whether Julius Mackenzie could stay away from 
the booze and stick to the task. Beyond this, however, it is an attempt to forward the 




But can we possibly take Mackenzie’s word for it, that he is not, or at least is no 
longer, a “drunkard”? As in a trial, another kind of “attempt,” we have, to begin with, 
several character witnesses, some of whom are more supportive than others. ‘“He’s a 
drunken blackguard, when all’s said and done,”’ says Mackenzie’s editor at the 
offices of the “Penny Dreadful” (253), though we are inclined to dismiss this evidence 
as spite. But even the friendly witnesses, such as the publican of the “Spotted Dog” 
and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Grimes, are hardly as helpful as they might be. Mrs. 
Grimes, who shows the greatest charity of anyone to Mackenzie, says that “‘He has 
drunk, in course…. But he don’t drink now…. At least if he do, we don’t see it’” 
(248). And in fact it becomes clear enough that Mackenzie still drinks, albeit beer, 
albeit occasionally, albeit with something to eat. In celebration of settling down to 
work he is willing to take a convivial glass of what Mrs. Grimes calls her “cherry-
bounce,” which he swallows at a gulp, “as a dog does a lump of meat” (269). Though 
it is possible to see such speedy fortification as a brisk refusal to procrastinate, it is at 
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best ambiguous as a statement of intent.35 We are seemingly not in the position of the 
drinker who, having resolved to abstain, should refuse an invitation to raise a glass: 
“From all such temptation as that the repentant dram-drinker knows that he must fly,” 
writes Trollope in Ralph the Heir, published only a year after “The Spotted Dog.”36 
 
None of this is very reassuring, obviously, and Trollope in the rest of the story – “The 
Result” – calmy chips away at whatever hopes we might have entertained for a happy 
ending, showing us Mackenzie’s appalling family circumstances (the wife who is a 
habitual drunkard, given to bouts of drunken fury), and also his “squalid, fever-
stricken, and utterly degraded” (284) lodgings at Cucumber Court. This all piles up 
what Mackenzie, in his lucid despair, calls “the filth of it” (287). And the likelihood 
of Julius Mackenzie being able to crawl out of this toxic environment really is 
negligible, not just because his social environment condemns him, but perhaps also 
because he is indelibly stained or tainted by his long-standing, however interrupted, 
drinking career. I say “taint” here, because I am thinking of Colin Dayan’s recent 
book The Law is a White Dog, in which she considers the construction and 
deconstruction of legal personhood by following the link (possibly based on a 
mistaken etymology) by which attaint (the obsolete writ of judgement of death or 
outlawry) became infused with questions of blood (the stained or blackened condition 
of corrupted blood), which she links to the history of colonial racism and modern 
slavery: “Black slaves, regarded as outside the social order, reanimated legal 
precedent and gave new genetic capital to the principles of tainted blood.”37 There is 
indubitably something of this racialized debasement of the drinker in the hand-me-
down realism mouthed late in the story by Mr. Grimes: “You can’t wash a 
blackamoor white, nor it aint no use trying” (296).38 All Mackenzie’s youthful 
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protestations of liberty count for nothing given his inability to free himself from 
alcohol, or from the life that necessitates its abuse. The stain that condemns the 
drinker, his poisoned blood, is all but indelible. “The blood of a professed drunkard 
… differs from that of a sober man. It is more dark, and approaches to the character of 
venous,” says the author of The Anatomy of Drunkenness; Ralph Grindrod similarly 
cites the “dark and unhealthy blood, which is found in the bodies of drunkards,” 
whether or not we see the poison acting on the surface of their bodies.39 Trollope 
himself, in Ralph the Heir, considers the offspring of women like Julius Mackenzie’s 
wife: “children whose mother would not be a lady, and whose blood would be 
polluted by an admixture so base.”40 
 
There is a clear implication that Mackenzie is, because of his drinking, something less 
than white, perhaps something less than a person in a civil sense, and perhaps barely 
even a human being. It is not just the allusion to his gulping down his “cherry-
bounce” like a dog. He is, himself, the “Spotted Dog” of the title, in the sense of 
being someone or something who is stained or tainted, even racially compromised. He 
already has the incipient mark of the nonperson upon him, then. For such superficial 
evidence, there is time and again the business of his drunkard’s nose, which grows 
ever more prominent as our hopes for Julius Mackenzie’s reclamation are dashed: 
 
There was the evidence of his own nose against himself, and the additional 




He came to us according to appointment, and his nose seemed to be redder 
than ever. (255) 
 
A policeman, seeing him at a street corner, would have had an eye upon him 
in a moment. He rubbed himself together within his old coat, as men do when 
they come out of gin-shops. His eye was as bright as before, but we thought 
that his mouth was meaner, and his nose redder. We were almost disenchanted 
with him. (256) 
 
It seems as if failure is inevitable, has been all along. Progressively, we are presented 
with a Mackenzie who is “red-nosed and seething with gin” (265), no more or less 
than a drunkard. Trollope seems to tease us into checking our impulse to classify and 
typify Julius Mackenzie, to write him off – but only as a preliminary to showing us 
that there never was any real hope: “oh! why had we attempted to meddle with a 
being so degraded?” (305). The lesson for us is that which the Editor imparted to the 
Doctor, early on, and which we had perhaps skipped over: 
 
We had of course told the Doctor of the red nose, and he had accepted the 
information with a smile. But he was a man who would feel the contamination 
of contact with a drunkard, and who would shrink from an unpleasant 
association. There are vices of which we/ habitually take altogether different 
views in accordance with the manner in which they are brought under our 
notice. This vice of drunkenness is often a joke in the mouths of those to 
whom the thing itself is a horror. Even before our boys we talk of it as being 
rather funny, though to see one of them funny himself would almost break our 
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hearts. The learned commentator had accepted our account of the red nose as 
though it were simply a part of the undeserved misery of the wretched man; 
but should he find the wretched man to be actually redolent of gin his feelings 
might be changed. (269-270) 
 
Our feelings are to be changed accordingly when confronted by the incontrovertible 
evidence of drunken squalor. Indeed, Julius McKenzie has for all this time really been 
a kind of dead man walking, tainted as he is by drink and by the fact that he has 
attempted to live beyond the common law, rejecting “conventional thralldom” for the 
“liberty of the lower orders.” The only freedom he has found is what Trollope 
elsewhere calls the “freedom from decent restraint” offered by the public house, along 
with “the power of inebriety at a cheap rate.”41 
 
It is hardly a surprise then that he stumbles into a final stupor, precipitated by his 
drunken wife – who ends up burning the Doctor’s manuscript, his life’s work, in the 
grate at Cucumber Court, before having recourse to what he had earlier described as 
the only truly “manly” thing, and doing away with himself altogether. Lying lifeless 
on the table at the “Spotted Dog,” with his eyes closed and “the light of his face … 
therefore quenched” (299), the Editor reflects on Mackenzie’s perverse attempts to 
defy convention: 
 
This was the upshot of his loud claims for liberty from his youth upwards; – 
liberty as against his father and family; liberty as against his college tutor; 
liberty as against all pastors, masters, and instructors; liberty as against the 
conventional thralldom of the world. He was now lying a wretched corpse at 
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the Spotted Dog, with his throat cut from ear to ear, still the coroner’s jury 
should have decided whether or not they would call him a suicide! (311) 
 
Nothing could be more conclusive: this is a decisive failure of the experiment that has 
been made, but in the epistemological as well as the social sense. Is Mackenzie a 
“drunkard”? Indubitably. If we are made to doubt our judgement initially, by the end 
of the story, with Mackenzie dead and unable to appear in person and object, no-one 
is able to deny that “drunkard” is what Mackenzie is, or was. The Editor half-
heartedly muses on whether this was perhaps more a matter of his wife’s fault than 
his own, but even this scant consolation is ultimately refused: 
 
that sin of drunkenness had seemed to us to be in him rather the reflex of her 
vice than the result of his own vicious tendencies. Still it might be doubtful 
whether she had not learned the vice from him. They had both in truth been 
drunkards as long as they had been known in the neighbourhood of the 
Spotted Dog; but it was stated by all who had known them there that he was 
never seen to be drunk unless when she had disgraced them by the public 
exposure of her own abomination. (310-311) 
 
He had been married to the woman ten years, and certainly had been a 
drunkard before he married her. (312) 
 
It is worth reflecting at this point that Mackenzie’s wife, who has no name, is never 
granted the benefit of any doubt: she is simply “a drunken wife” (284), “an habitual 
drunkard” (279), “the drunkard” (290). But that is what her husband becomes too. 
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The last time we see him alive, he has simply turned into “the drunkard,” “the red-
nosed drunkard” (304), “that unfortunate drunkard” (309).  
 
What starts off as a certain dialogic encounter with the other person, with his 
embedded narrative, and with a prompt to focus our mind-reading skills by observing 
the mind-reading skills of others, the presentation of what George Butte has called 
“deep intersubjectivity” – all this drains away by the end of the narrative, for after all 
those “deep intersubjectivities” live in systems of power, of which the discourses of 
the “drunkard,” the inebriate,” and the “alcoholic” are signal examples.42 It is a 
decisive victory for language and convention as against the person and the presence 
of his embodied subjectivity. On the one hand a text and a life’s work have been 
destroyed – burned up in the grate by a drunken fury – but on the other, a physical 
body and a person and his “situated identity” have been cancelled out too, and in their 
place, this word – “drunkard” – reigns supreme.43 It is hard not to think of the context 
and the framing, in which Trollope’s editor hero has (unfortunately) to turn to 
physically embodied subjects and their affective labour to put texts into circulation in 
the world, but all of that is gone by the end: the necessity of the encounter, the 
presence of another person, the nakedness and vulnerability of the other’s face 
(Merleau-Ponty reminds us that “a face, even in repose, even in death, is always 
doomed to express something”).44 It all feels like a reversion to type. The 
typographical metaphors are particularly pertinent in this framing: “character,” from 
the stamping tool that left a tupos, “type,” or “impression,” produced a sign that stood 
in for the individual himself or herself, and his or her qualities, but subsequently 
became the individual.45 This sense of an identity being impressed upon a person, so 
that the word “drunkard” can tell you all you need to know: this, I think, is what 
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happens here, and it is a process in which Trollope engages the reader and makes the 




“The Spotted Dog” is a cautionary tale then about the slim-to-none chance of 
reclaiming drunkards. Trollope’s fiction makes the same point many times (Roger and 
Louis Scatcherd in Doctor Thorne, Burgo Fitzgerald in Can You Forgive Her?, Mary 
Snow’s father in Orley Farm, Lord Ongar in The Claverings …) In The Prime 
Minister, it is observed, with authority and emphasis: “we know that the drunkard, 
though he hates drunkenness, cannot but drink.”46 With regard to Sir Alured 
Wharton’s drunkard heir, all efforts to reclaim him are dismissed as unavailing – and 
indeed he marries, like Mackenzie, “some woman that he took from the very 
streets.”47 So we should not have any illusions that reformation will likely be 
successful. The task of rescue, any “attempt of bringing back upon him,” is, says 
Trollope or his narrator in Orley Farm, “both nauseous and unpromising,” and the 
following direct authorial address famously adds: 
 
Reader, such as you and I have come to that, when abandoned by the respect 
which a man owes to himself. May God in his mercy watch over us and 
protect us both!48 
 
Moreover, when Trollope late in life reflected on “The Spotted Dog” in his 
Autobiography, besides rating it one of his better short stories, he summed it up, all 
too succinctly, as “the struggles of the drunkard scholar”; it is merely “the tragedy of 
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a poor drunkard, who with infinite learning at his command made one sad final effort 
to reclaim himself, and perished while he was making it.”49 Once again, in retrospect, 
Julius Mackenzie is nothing but “a drunkard,” and has been all along. 
 
But I have argued something more than this, which is that, even in a short story whose 
eventual moral is so seemingly straightforward, the interesting thing is that Trollope 
asks us, momentarily, to hold over our judgement, and indeed moreover to question 
our “first impressions.” This might well be an instance of the “liberal” Trollope – a 
liberalism insisting that there is “no necessary connection between forms of life, 
socio-cultural identity, and character.”50 We could recognize Trollope’s ambivalence 
towards the characterology implied by the confident assessment of “drunkard.” To 
make the point we might contrast this with the lack of ambiguity in the treatment of 
Mackenzie’s dipsomaniac, slatternly wife, which is evidence that any Trollopian 
liberalism is tensed against class and gender privileges. The contrast serves to point 
out the generosity towards Mackenzie himself. We only definitively “know” that 
Julius Mackenzie is such a “drunkard” by the end of the narrative, when he is 
stretched out cold on the table of the “Spotted Dog.” Only right at the end do we have 
a confident suturing of reference and referent. The owl of Minerva famously flies at 
dusk, but in this case even that late scheduled departure has to wait for the coroner’s 
report to land on the goddess’s desk. It is this delay and indecision – so different 
from, say, Water Besant’s anti-drink novella The Demoniac (where the hero George 
Atheling “suddenly” becomes “that miserable, cowardly creature – a drunkard!,” as 




Perhaps also typically of Trollope, if the moral is conventional, how we get to that 
point is more challenging and indeed even more subversive than many more 
obviously didactic and “progressive” narratives. The “movingness” of the reading 
experience (to borrow from Stanley Fish once more) is that the reader is invited rather 
than instructed to consider not only the costs of drink and the chances of reclamation, 
but also the process in which and through which we summarily write people down 
and write people off as incurable “drunkards.”52 Trollope in “The Spotted Dog” is 
generous enough to the drinker to allow him to assert his individuality, against the 
stereotypes inherent in worldly wisdom, even if the fruit of long experience takes over 
and takes away the promises and the privilege of that unique personhood. I want here 
to emphasize the ethics of this experiment (not just the Editor’s, but also Trollope’s), 
even if its disastrous outcome is plain. It is a conscious, and honourable experiment: 
for as Trollope says elsewhere, “Of all the virtues with which man can endow himself 
surely none other is so odious as that justice which can teach itself to look down upon 
mercy almost as a vice!”53 
 
In an excellent recent paper Sophie Ratcliffe, drawing on Andrew H. Miller, rightly 
recognizes that the significance of “The Spotted Dog” is its signal power “to invite or 
implicate readers in their own act of moral unfolding”: 
 
Trollope tacitly encourages the reader to echo the actions of his editor, who 
responds to the aspiring writer not with the logic of experience, but with the 
“soft-hearted” feeling of the present moment.54 
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Ratcliffe considers this procedure for Trollope to be as alluringly dangerous as it is 
admirable, however. In her reading, the “soft-hearted” too easily slips into the “soft-
headed,” and the “episodic” pleasure of living in the moment becomes an evasion of 
the burden and responsibility of “editing,” or looking back with a professional 
objectivity, selectively shaping a cogent “character.” But we might be more generous 
to Trollope than this account suggests. For in taking and talking us through the 
business of “character,” advancing the analogy between editing as a professional 
responsibility and an unavoidable habit of mind, and applying it to the question of 
whether a man might be a mere “drunkard,” Trollope asks us to question our own 
moral judgements. Frank O’Connor noted many years ago that a feature of Trollope’s 
art is that he will “lead his reader very gently up the garden path of his own 
conventions and prejudices and then … point out that the reader is wrong.”55 I would 
only add that this is true even if the reader, along with the narrator-Editor, and even 
Trollope himself, are retrospectively right. 
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